Dear authors, thank you for the spontaneous choice to disclose this important scientific production in RPCFO. We have the greatest interest that your article takes part of our collection. However, the correct submission ACCORDING TO THE RULES FORMAT AND STRUCTURE streamlines the evaluation process and gives quality to the process. For this was prepared this checklist in order to preliminarily evaluate the articles for publication.

Manuscripts that do NOT meet these standards, by INCOMPLETENESS or INADEQUATE, WILL BE RETURNED even before being submitted to peer review as to: 1) MERIT, 2) the ORIGINALITY, 3) RELEVANCE, 4) ACADEMIC QUALITY, 5) CONVENIENCE OF PUBLICATION and 6) RELEVANCE for Nursing and / or related fields. Then, will be requested READING THE STANDARDS IN: http://www.seer.unirio.br/index.php/cuidadofundamental/information/authors. If the request is not met when FORWARD, it will be FILED and if there is still interest in publishing it, should be resubmitted, which starts new trial process.

To resubmit the manuscript for REVIEW, the AUTHOR responsible for submission should SUBMIT this CHECKLIST CHECKED with the manuscript attached and also MARK the two options in the document´s LAST PAGE.

To make your ANSWER option marked in places available in this instrument (□), you will need to ENABLE MACROS on your computer. When you click on the place (square), note the warning at the top of the screen (SECURITY WARNING → PART OF THE CONTENTS ACTIVE WAS DISABLED → OPTIONS); click on OPTIONS and select ENABLE THIS CONTENT. Doing this way you are able to make your marking, that will be confronted to the one sent to you!

**STRUCTURE AND FORMAT:**

- Fields METADATA OF SUBMISSION (information about the article and the authors submission page on RPCFO) are filled out correctly:
  - Are there at most six (06) authors (06)?
    - Yes [x] No [□]
  - Are all the SIX authors appropriately with the information provided on METADATA SUBMISSION?
    - Yes [x] No [□]
  - Are the names of the authors correctly spelled with initials in BLOCK LETTERS in METADATA SUBMISSION?
    - Yes [x] No [□]
• Are the information of the authors in BRIEF BIOGRAPHY, under the responsibility of the AUTHOR submitting the article and in the Editor, are completely filled?

Yes [ ] No [X]

• Was the identification of authorship of this work removed from the file and the Properties option in Word?

Yes [ ] No [X]

• Are the information in INDEX completely filled (these informations are under the responsibility of the AUTHOR submitting the article and in the Editor)?

a) Area and sub-area of the Academic Knowledge;
b) Subject classification;
c) Keywords;
d) Geo-spatial coverage;
e) Chronological or historical coverage;
f) Characteristics of the survey sample;
g) Type, method or point of view;
h) Language;
i) Funding Agencies, if any.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• In the case of research involving humans or animals, WERE the documents SENT as supplementary (or attached to the manuscript), and the LETTER OF APPROVAL OF STUDY IN CEP? Those involving animals must be approved by the Ethics Committee on Animal Experimentation [CEEA]. If No, send them.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• Is the text in Trebuchet MS, justified, 1.5 line space?

Yes [X] No [ ]

• Are the titles ONLY WITH CAPITAL LETTERS, BOLD and CENTRALIZED?

Yes [X] No [ ]

• Are the subtitles displayed as: INTRODUCTION, METHODS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION and REFERENCES? If NOT, display them.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• Are the authors cited in a footnote? Delete them if they are.

Yes [ ] No [X]

• Does the article presents: 25 pages (maximum, excluding cover page, abstracts,
acknowledgments, references), is typed on one side only in foolscap folio (21.59 cm x 35.56 cm), Trebuchet MS font 11-points, justified and line spacing 1.5. Are the pages numbered in the upper right side from the identification page, with upper and lower lateral margins of 3.0 cm?

Yes [x] No [ ]

- Are the summaries STRUCTURED (Objective, Methods, Results, Conclusion, words) in Portuguese, English and Spanish, with a maximum of 150 words? Use capital letters only the first letter of each word. If Not, structure it.

Yes [x] No [ ]

- Are the summaries presented and sequenced with the text in CAPITAL LETTERS AFTER TWO POINTS of each term: Objective: Methods: Results: Conclusion: Descriptors:?

If Not, submit them.

Yes [x] No [ ]

- Is the summary clear in order to display:

  - **Objective** (starts with the verb in the infinitive)? If Not, submit it.

    Yes [x] No [ ]

  - **Methods** ORIGINAL ARTICLE—presents the following information: - type of study population, sample selection criteria sample, the instrument of data collection, the procedures for collecting and analyzing data, the name of the Ethics in Research and CAAE number - Certificate of Appreciation Presentation for Ethics? If Not, display it.

    Yes [x] No [ ]

**Methods** SISTEMATIC REVIEWS AND INTEGRATIVE REVIEWS—presents the following information: - type of study, the procedures adopted for revision: search strategies, selection and evaluation of articles, clarifying the definition and limits of the subject? If Not, display it.

Yes [x] No [ ] Partially [ ] Not applicable [ ]

- **Descriptors** are from 3 to 5, extracted from DeCs?

If Not, display them according to the link:

Yes [x] No [ ]

**Descriptors** use uppercase after colon(·), separated by commas(,).? If Not, display them.

Yes [x] No [ ]

- **Descriptors:** Use the terms: Descritores, Descriptors or Descriptores?

Yes [x] No [ ]

- Are the citations in the text according to Vancouver style (http://www.bu.ufsc.br/ccsm/vancouver.html)? If Not, display them.

Yes [x] No [ ]
Yes | No

- the author’s names and/or the year ARE NOT cited in Vancouver style. If they were, correct them.

Yes | No

- Are the superscript numerical citations presented consecutively in the order mentioned in the REFERENCES ITEN? If Not, display them.

Yes | No

- Are the references cited in the text identified by Arabic numerals without parentheses, overwritten, and without spaces placed after the after period? If Not, display them. I.e. 4

Yes | No

- Are the quote from sequential NUMBERS separated by a hyphen? If Not, display them. I.e. 4-2

Yes | No

- Are the citations of random numbers separated by commas? If Not, display them. I.e. 1,5,7

Yes | No

- Does the citations in the text have matching numbers (I.e: p. 32-39, 11-12) and the digits were equal eliminated? (I.e. 32-9 ; 11-2) If Not, display them.

Yes | No

- Quote verbatim (Ipsis verbis): refers to spoken words (transliteration comments or replies). Use the identation of 4 cm, font size 11, and simple spacing without quotes and in italics, with the code that represent each deponent brackets? If Not, display them. I.e: I think it makes sense to evaluate this work so as not to undermine the reputation of the authors and their identification. (Davidson)

Yes | No

- Quote verbatim (Ipsis litteris): with the same letters, ie, “in the same terms”, “textualy”. Direct quotations up to three lines are included in the text, in quotes (no italics), and numerical superscript corresponding conforms example? With more than three lines, use indentation of 4 cm, size 11 font and single paragraph (without italics and without quotation marks), following the indication of the author and date? I.e. 15,7, where 15 is the reference and 7 is the page number. If Not, display them.

Yes | No

- Tables – are designed for direct playback for layout editor, in black and white, in the text, with the first letter capitalized described in the legend at the top, with 10 font? If Not, display them.

Yes | No
• Tables – are consecutively numbered with Arabic numerals in the order they are mentioned in the text? If Not, display them.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• Tables – are presented in maximum size of 14 x 21 cm (standard magazine) and length in excess of 55 lines, including title? If Not, display them.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• The Illustrations - photographs, drawings, graphs and tables are considered figures. Are they named in the titles and the text? If Not, display them.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• The Illustrations are they in accordance with the standards of RPCFO? (designed to playback the layout editor in accordance with the format RPCFO, black and white, inserted in the text, with the first letter capitalized described in the legend at the bottom and no italics, numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals in the order in which were cited in the text)? If Not, display them.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• Were the figures converted to figure type JPEG, BMP, GIF, etc.? If Not, display them.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• Are the FIGURES in conjunction with the TABLES in a maximum number of five (5)? If Not, display them.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• Are the references correct with the Vancouver style? (A RPCFO adopts the “Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals,” published by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors - Vancouver Style, available at: http://www.bu.ufsc.br/ccsm/vancouver.html. If Not, display them.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• Are the journal titles abbreviated listed according to Index Medicus?: Http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=journa. For abbreviation of titles of periodicals national and Latin American, consult the website: http://portal.revistas.bvs.br If Not, display them.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• Are the periodicals and SCIENTIFIC CONSULTED ON THE INTERNET SITES correctly REFERENCED IN the LIST OF REFERENCES? If Not, display them.

Yes [X] No [ ]

• Are the journal titles abbreviated WHITOUR points in abbreviation, with the exception of the period that separates the year? If Not, display them.
Yes  

- **References:** does the author(s) are referenced by last name, only the first letter is capitalized, then the name(s) abbreviated(s) and without period? **If Not, display them.**

Yes  

- Are there any article with up to six authors, all are cited and separated by comma? **If Not, display them.**

Yes  

- Are there any articles with more than six authors, ALL SIX first authors are cited the Latin expression “et al”? **If Not, display them.**

Yes  

- With respect to the abbreviation of the month of journals in Portuguese, Spanish, French and Italian, to abbreviate the months starting in **lowercase**? **If Not, display them.**

Yes  

- With respect to the abbreviation of the month of journals, do both have no point as recommended by the Vancouver style? **If Not, display them.**

Yes  

With respect to employment signal semicolon(;) that precedes place of publication or after the abbreviated title after year, is it corrected as recommended by the Vancouver style? **If Not, display them.**

Yes  

Regarding the numbering of pages of the article refer to ITEM REFERENCES presents numbers coinciding digits equal ARE eliminated? **If Not, display them.**

Yes  

### PART INTENDED FOR USE BY THE AUTHOR IN CHARGE FOR THE ARTICLE RESUBMISSION

I declare that the article and / or its documentation are in accordance with the items of this checklist so that it meets the Standards Format and Structure RPCFO.

I declare that I am aware that this article IS FILED In the case complies with this checklist items.

Thank you for the spontaneous choice to disclose this important scientific production in RPCFO. We have the greatest interest that your article takes part of our collection.

Sincerely,
Carlos Roberto Lyra da Silva, PhD, RN
Editor in chief